We argue that the Smarr Formula for black holes can be expressed in terms of a Noether charge surface integral plus a suitable volume integral, for any gravitational theory. The integrals can be constructed as an application of Wald's formalism. We apply this formalism to compute the mass and the Smarr Formula for static Lovelock black holes. Finally, we propose a new prescription for Wald's entropy in the case of Lovelock black holes, which takes into account topological contributions to the entropy functional.
I. Introduction
The Smarr Formula (SF) expresses the mass of a black hole in terms of its geometrical and dynamical parameters (angular momentum, electromagnetic potential, area, etc.) and it was first derived in the context of General Relativity. For vacuum GR solutions the SF has a geometrical interpretation: it is equivalent to the Komar integral, a boundary surface integral of the covariant derivative of a Killing vector field. The question naturally raises if it is possible to find a similar geometrical interpretation of the SF for arbitrary theories of gravitation, i.e. a generalization of Komar's construction to other theories than GR.
Progresses in this direction have been done in the recent years: in particular Kastor et al. [1] have shown that, for the particular class of Lovelock theories, it is indeed possible to construct a surface integral generalizing the Komar one. However, the special features of the Lovelock Lagrangian play a key role, and their method doesn't seem extendible to more general theories.
If one weakens the requirement that Komar integral be a pure surface integral, and allows for volume integral contributions, then a strong result holds: any diffeomorphism invariant theory of gravity admits a geometrical identity-we call it the Smarr Identity (SI)-which reduces to the Komar one in the GR case. In this letter we suggest that the SI gives always the correct Smarr Formula, and we use it to derive a SF for Lovelock theories.
We proceed as follows: in Section II we review Wald's derivation of BH entropy and derive the Smarr Identity; in Section III we compute the mass and the SF for static vacuum black hole solutions in Lovelock theories; in Section IV we discuss the role of topological contributions to the Smarr Formula; Section V contains an overview of the results with concluding remarks.
II. The Smarr Identity
In [2] the first law of black hole mechanics is derived for diffeomorfism invariant theories, by making use of the conserved Noether current associated to a special vector field. The BH entropy is then identified as a geometric functional of the Noether potential: this is the main result of Wald's construction, that we briefly review.
Some comments are in order. The derivation makes certain non-trivial assumptions on the spacetime geometry: in particular one starts with a stationary spacetime with an internal boundary, identified with the future event horizon of a single black hole. In GR it is proved that the event horizon of a stationary BH is a Killing horizon generated by a Killing field ξ a ; although there is no generalization of the proof to higher curvature theories, all the known solutions are of this kind. Therefore we restrict our attention to black holes whose event horizon is Killing, and we assume that its generators can be regularly extended in both directions. Hypersurface orthogonality ensures that ξ a is tangent to non-affinely parametrized geodesics, whose inaffinity κ is defined by
If κ = 0 one can show that: (i) κ is constant over the horizon; (ii) the horizon contains a spacelike (D − 2)-dimensional surface where ξ a vanishes, called the "bifurcation surface" B. In the following we will assume this to be always the case.
Apart from time translations, the spacetime will admit other possible spatial symmetries: we specialize to the case of rotational symmetries generated by a set of vector fields {ψ a i } collectively denoted by ψ a . The Killing field ξ a can then be expressed as
where Ω i is called the "angular velocity" of the horizon around the i-th axis. Given this preliminary setup, let us review Wald's derivation. Consider a collection of dynamical fields in D spacetime dimensions, collectively denoted by φ, including a metric tensor g ab plus other possible matter fields, whose dynamics is determined by a Lagrangian D-form L = Lǫ, with ǫ the spacetime volume element.
Under a generic variation δφ of the fields, the variation of L can be expressed as a sum of a bulk term plus a boundary one:
where the (D − 1)-form Θ is locally constructed out of φ and δφ. From (3) we read that the e.o.m. are E φ . = 0 for each φ 1 . In particular one can consider infinitesimal variations along a vector field ξ, δφ = £ ξ φ. By diffeomorphism invariance, to any vector field ξ corresponds a Nother
which is conserved on shell:
The conservation of J implies the existence of
called the "Noether potential" associated to ξ. Q enters in the definition of the conserved charges: indeed the Hamiltonian variation, associated with the flow of ξ, over an initial value surface Σ with boundary ∂Σ, is given by [2] 
it is then natural to identify the variations of the energy E and the angular momentum J at infinity as
where S ∞ is the outer boundary of ∂Σ, and the last equality of (9) follows from the fact that ψ is tangential to S ∞ . (Notice that, as usual, the angular charges are defined up to a conventional minus sign.). If there is a D − 2 form B(φ) such that ξ · Θ(φ, δφ) = δ ξ · B(φ), one defines the conserved Hamiltonian charge as
in particular the angular momentum is exactly the Noether charge at infinity, modulo a sign:
If the field ξ is taken to be the Killing field (2) generating the horizon, then equation (7) implies the first law of black hole mechanics: let (i) ξ be a dynamical symmetry,
= 0 for all the φ's, and (ii) δφ be a variation of the dynamical fields around the BH solution, such that δφ solves the linearized e.o.m.; then δH[ξ] . = 0, from which it follows [2, 4] 
where S is 2π/κ times the integral of Q over the bifurcation surface:
and eq. (12) is obtained by the vanishing of the integral (7) over an initial value surface with boundary ∂Σ = S ∞ ∪ B, with B the bifurcation surface of the black hole.
Since κ/2π is the Hawking temperature, one interpets S as the thermodynamical entropy of the BH 3 . Finally it is worth noting that for a general gravitational Lagrangian eq. (13) can be expressed as [4] :
whereǭ is the area element of B andǫ ab is the binormal to B. As shown in [5] the integral (13) needs not to be evaluated at the bifurcation surface, since it gives the correct entropy on any other cross section of the horizon. The proof makes use of the fact that, being ξ a dynamical symmetry, eq.(4) becomes
provided Θ(φ, δφ) vanishes when δφ = 0. Indeed, the authors of [4] suggest an algoritm giving a preferred "canonical" Θ 0 , among all the possible Θ's, which is covariant, depends linearly on δφ and vanishes if δφ = 0. However the definition of Theta suffers of the ambiguity associated to the freedom of adding a closed form Θ → Θ+dα which in principle can spoil the above properties: we follow the authors of [4, 5] and restrict only to those α's preserving the mentioned properties of Θ. Eq. (15) is then ensured. Integration over Σ then gives
By linearity of Q w.r.t. ξ, using eq.s (11) and (13), we obtain
where we used ∂Σ = S ∞ ∪ B. This is the Smarr Identity: in the next Section we implement it to derive a generalized Smarr Formula for Lovelock theories.
III. Smarr Formula from the Smarr Identity
In the very simple example of 4-dimensional GR the Smarr Identity gives exactly the Komar integral
because the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian vanishes on shell. Therefore we propose here to regard the SI as a generalization of the Komar integral for general diffeoinvariant theories of gravitation: in particular we show how it provides a generalized Smarr Formula for the class of Lovelock theories. In III A we review general features of Lovelock theories; in III B we obtain a general expression for the mass of static spherically symmetric Lovelock black holes; finally in III C the desired Smarr Formula is obtained.
A. Lovelock theories
Lovelock theories generalize Λ-GR theory and are the most general vacuum second order gravity theories in higher dimensional spacetimes [6] . The peculiar structure of the Lagrangian makes them easier to deal with, if compared with more general higher curvature theories. The Lagrangian in D dimensions is
for generic constants c k . Since for m > 
Following the procedure descirbed in [4] , the "canonical" Θ is
(22) and the corresponding Noether charge is
where the squared brackets indicate total antisymmetrization. Through eq. (14), this gives the entropy of a Lovelock BH ( [7] , see also [8] ):
where the under-left arrow means that the object is evaluated w.r.t. the induced metric on B.
The Smarr Identity (17) reads
Observe that the work term
contains powers of the Riemann tensor up to degree m; one can however use the e.o.m. to lower the degree by one, thus reducing W to an expression easier to work with: it is sufficient to trace (20) and solve for L (m) , the resulting L being
Plugging this expression in W we get the equivalent form
for the work term. For example, the Λ − GR Lagrangian in D dimensions gives the Smarr Identity
in agreement with the results of [1, 9] . So far we have been general. The main difficulties of eq.(25) are that (i) the integral of Q [ξ] is not yet expressed in terms of the mass M of the BH, and (ii) the work term W is a volume integral and therefore it requires the knowledge of the solution over the entire spacetime. These difficulties can be addressed under the additional hypothesis of staticity. As a preliminary, we derive a general expression for the mass of a static black hole in Lovelock theories.
B. Mass of a Lovelock black hole
Consider a black hole solution. One is tempted to define the total mass as the ADM energy, namely the value of the Hamiltonian at spatial infinity H[t]. However in general the Hamiltonian at infinity receives divergent contributions from the maximally symmetric background. To regularize these divergences, one defines the total mass as
, where H 0 [t] is the ADM energy of the background metric. Thus we can use the expression (7) for δH:
We need to identify the asymptotic form of the line element: if we assume staticity, then the metric at infinity approaches a maximally symmetric background, i.e. Minkowski or (Anti-)deSitter. It is known [10] that static spherically symmetric BH solutions of Lovelock theory are all of the form
For definiteness, we specify to the AdS case and keep f (r) to scale as
The Minkowski case is recovered in the limit l → ∞. Let us compute the two terms in (30) separately. For a metric of the form (31) the integral of Q[t] simplifies drastically: from eq.(23) one gets
where we defined
(34) This is a variation around the maximally symmetric background, so we have to take
which yields
where, for later convenience, we defined
The same way we compute the second piece of the l.h.s. of (30):
Putting the two pieces together we get
Notice that this same expression had been already obtained in [11] by means of an Hamiltonian analysis. Our Lagrangian derivation agrees, and confirms that H[t] is exactly the ADM energy.
C. Smarr Formula for Lovelock black holes
The expression (40) for the mass allows to rewrite the Smarr Identity (25) as a Smarr Formula, namely as an identity expressing the mass in terms of geometric and dynamical parameters. It is sufficient to plug the asymptotic form of f , eq.(32), into eq.(33). The result is
The first term in parentheses is divergent: this divergence can be regularized as we did for the BH mass, i.e. by subtracting the same integral evaluated w.r.t. the background Ads metric. This subtraction cancels the divergence exactly and one has S∞−Ads
Thus, by adopting this regularization prescription, the Smarr Identity (25) becomes
whereŴ is now the regularized work term
and J = 0 because of staticity. Now we have to deal with the fact that the work term is a volume integral. As we anticipated, this constitutes a difficulty becauses it forces to know the solution on a whole hypersurface; by contrast, a surface integral would allow to specify only the asymptotic behaviours of the solution. However, in the case of static solutions under consideration, W becomes a surface integral over ∂Σ: this follows from the fact that static solutions of Lovelock theories are all of the form (31).
and the regularized work term becomeŝ
which, as anticipated, is a surface integral. Therefore in Lovelock theories the generalized Smarr Formula (43) holds for static Lovelock black holes, whereŴ is now a surface integral. It is interesting and insightful to compare (43) with a similar but not identical expression obtained in [11, 12] : the authors there start from an Hamiltonian analysis and derive an extended first law with dynamical Lovelock couplings; integration of such a differential law produces the Smarr Formula. The two formulas can of course be shown to be equivalent. In addition, notice that the expansion (31)-(32) of the metric at infinity still holds in the case of rotating asymptotically flat black holes: therefore, by taking the limit of eq. (42) for l → ∞ we obtain the Smarr Formula
for such BHs, where no regularization for W is needed in the asmptotically flat case; now, however, W is not generically expressible as a surface integral.
IV. Topological work term
As we observed, if m = D 2 the last term L (m) of the sum (19) is topological, and it doesn't contribute to the e.o.m.; nonetheless the Smarr Fromula (43) receives contributions from it. This is evident already in the simple training case of the Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet theory of gravity in four dimensions: the Lagrangian of EGB theory is
The second term L (2) is topological in four dimensions, and therefore the BH solutions are the same as in vacuum GR; since they are Ricci flat, the Smarr Formula becomes
where K is the Kretschmann invariant R abcd R abcd . On the other hand, the Smarr Formula in vacuum GR is known to be
Now, Wald's entropy S in (51) is not simply the Bekenstein entropy, but it receives a topological contribution S top from the Gauss-Bonnet part of the Lagrangian:
where χ is the Euler characteristic of the bifurcation surface. For a single BH χ = 2, and therefore by consistency the work term (52) must be equal to
This is indeed the case (for example for the Schwarzschild solution the Kretschmann scalar is K = 48G 2 M 2 /r 6 and, using κ = 1/2r H , eq.(55) follows).
By generalizing the above argument, we can conclude that, if m = D 2 , the Smarr Formula always contains suitable "topological"' terms, performing the task of compensating the topological correction to the entropy.
In the case of spherically symmetric solutions, it is very easy to verify explicitely how the compensation arises (see Appendix): indeed it turns out that the topological counterterms sum up to give the temperature T = f ′ (r H )/4π, times a surface integral at the bifurcation (17), which is obtained integrating and expanding eq. (15) . To the extent of our knowledge, the above eq.s have been considered before, but not in connection with the Smarr Formula: in particular, eq. (15) was used in [5] to show that Wald's entropy formula can be evaluated not only over the bifurcation surface, but over any spatial cross section of the horizon.
We applied our procedure to the case of Lovelock black holes, thus deriving the Smarr Fomulas (43) for static black holes, and (47) for rotating asymptotically flat black holes. In particular, static BHs show the preferable feature that the work term W is a surface integral, which follows from the simple form (31) that the line element assumes in the static BH solutions of Lovelock gravity. The derivation cannot be straightforwardly extended to the rotating case, because there is no general form of the line element. It would be interesting to investigate under which restrictions the relative extension can be done.
In the final part of the paper, we examined the behaviour of topological terms in the Lovelock Lagrangian; we argued that the corresponding topological terms in the Smarr Formula, including the contribution S top to the entropy, can be viewed as unphysical artefacts of the formalism; motivated by this, we proposed a modified prescription for the Noether charge, which incorporates topological effects and reconciles the results with the physical quantities.
